
THEMEASUREMENTPROBLEM

12. BUILDING SCHOLASTIC VARIABLES

Any professional in a position ofresponsibility in aschool must have away to keep track of what
the school produces in student achievement. The only wayto account for what is produced is to have
a means for measuring scholastic growth in the areas for which the school is responsible such as
arithmetic and reading. We will call these growth areas, variables andspeak of the school's job as the
increase of students' standings on scholastic variables.

Although there is a great deal of information abouthow children are supposed to develop, and
what kinds of stimulation is supposed to encourage them, unless school effects can be made explicitly
quantitative, it is impossible to evaluate school success . A school has to account for its educational
efforts. To do this, the school has to construct scholastic variables on whichthe results ofteaching can
be measured and devise ways to measure these results .

No school can neglect themeasurementproblem. Schools have to deal with it because it is the
only waythey canreport to themselves orto the people to whomthey are responsible the extent to which
they are accomplishing their reason for existing . Schools must be able to measure their students'
achievement.

How canschool variables be defined andmeasured? We are delugedwith tests from competing
publishers who claim that their products relate the scores of increasingly difficult tests and provide
indications of growth in particular areas. We believe that scholastic growth can be manifest by
performance on test items. There seemsno doubt that useful andrelevant information canbe obtained
by giving students carefully selected questions to answer and then observing how they answer them .
Thus we expect to use test performance to infer students' standing on the scholastic variable provoked
by the test questions.

Thetrouble is that test publishers offer contradictory systemsfor quantifying test performance.
The translation from one system to the other is neither definite nor agreed upon. Connecting test
publishers' measures over the years of development is also difficult. Their equating systems are not
convincing. Their reporting units of percentiles and grade equivalents are misleading .

Disagreement among test publishers is not the only problem. Difficulty in equating formsover
the years ofdevelopment is another. Local school dissatisfaction with national testitems is yet another.
The definition of an educational variable provided by a publisher, although marginally acceptable in
NewJersey, may notbe relevant to aschool in Oregon . Butno school dares to go offon its ownwithout
maintaining some connection to other schools. Neither does anyschool want to capitulate to a "national"
standard imposed by some publisher. National tests offer akind of comparability but lack relevance
andflexibility . Local tests offer relevance andflexibility, butlack comparability . What is needed is
ameasurementsystem basedon students' responses to test questions as the essential observation with
tests made up of itemsfocusedon common scholastic variables ofinterest to the school butwith results



that can be compared from school to school . Theingredients of these tests must come from the school
using them as well as from other reputable sources .

This flexibility, however, requires an objective method of constructing scholastic
variables andchecking consistencies that is accessible andworkable for anyschool . We cannot know
ahead of time whether there will be agreement among local definitions of the scholastic variables .
Whether ornotlocal schools are workingwith thesame scholastic variables as state ornational agencies
is something that can only be established empirically. There also has to be aroutineandobjective way
to find out how each test variable is working from moment-to-moment and place-to-place . Since the
only way disagreementsamong differing agencies can be resolved is by an empirical check, the system
ofchecking must be acceptable to all parties, even though they maydisagree on the contentof some items.

The way in which the relevance of items for a test is determined must be equally agreeable to
national and local groups. It must have a methodological basis which transcends arguments about
content. It must result in an objective measure which is immune to political manipulation .

Measurements can only be made through some kind oftest situation. Tests can be valid if they
are properly constructed. To be generally accepted, the test ingredients must represent both local and
national wisdom andintention . The validity of items mustbe verifiable in some way equally satisfactory
to all. Also, any measure, being an estimate rather than the thing itself, must be qualified by astandard
error, the relevant index of its reliability as an agent of measurement.

To accomplish this it is necessary to develop banks of calibrated and validated items . These
banksmustconsist of itemswhich canbe connectedtogetherin such away that anyselection from them
can be used as a reasonable test for the common scholastic variable they, and all of the otheritems in
the bank, define .

ITEMBANKS

This leads us to the conceptof the item bank, with items contributedby local as well as national
sources . National itemswouldbe itemsdevelopedby expert teams. (See Choppin,1968 ; Wright,1977;
Wright and Stone, 1979 and Wright and Bell, 1984 for an introduction to item banking.) Local items
would be those items developedby school systems, by schools andeven by an inspired teacher of the
fourth grade who has insight into the scholastic development of the children in her class.

There must be room for all of these ingredients in the item bank. But having allowed this
flexibility, there must be amethod for checking whethereach item is valid. It must also be possible for
items that are valid to make up a test suitable to the occasion . Such atest must be equatable to anyother
test that mightbe constructed.

When abank is well made and covers a wide range of the variable, then it is possible to have
comparable measures available for individual children with whatever set of items they take andhence
to follow student scholastic development longitudinally from the early grades . This requires an easy
test that a second grader can take and another hard test measuring on the same scholastic variable but
so much further along the variable that the same studentcantake it 10 years later andyet obtain ameasure
on the same scale and hence quantitatively comparable to the earlier measure. Items from these two
tests couldhardly be takenby both second andtwelfth graders. Nevertheless, since we intend to compare
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the measures impliedby each ofthese tests andto be able to say in an objective way how much astudent
has grown on the scholastic variable in those 10 years, we must find a way to connect these items so
widely separated in difficulty to the scale of a single common scholastic variable .

A school system cannot escape the responsibility of measurement. Butmeasurement needs to
have certain characteristics in order to be useful to the school system. An item bank, solves a number
of crucial problems. Thedevelopmental range problemandthe equated forms problem is solved, and
when the bank consists of local as well as national items, the relevance problem is also solved .

ITEM ANALYSIS

Theoccasion on which astudent responds to an item, which we are relying on to show us where
the student stands scholastically, is fraught with avariety ofpotential influences . Butwhen we actually
ask a studentto answer aspecific question, we would like to arrange things so that almost all that occurs
at the moment isjust an expression of that student's particular latent ability on the variable probed by
that item . We are trying to provoke in the student's response aclear instance ofthis latentability by means
of the latent difficulty of the item that has been chosen. How well a student does on items of known
difficulty can then be used to infer the student's measure on the latent variable .

However, when astudentanswers an item, there are the inevitable influences ofmotivation and
distraction, as well as incidental elements in the item itself, which impede and facilitate the student's
ability to solve it . Suppose it is amathematics word problem. If the student is a good reader, it may
be easier to do this item than if the student is apoor reader . It wouldbe unfortunate ifwe failed to learn
about a student's mathematical competence because reading difficulties on math items obscured the
evidence the student would otherwise provide about math competency.

There are also administration and targeting difficulties which affect how students respond to
items : guessing (on items too hard for them), sleeping (onitems too easy for them), fumbling (onhow
the form is to be filled in), plodding (too slowly for the testing time and so notfinishing) andbias (for
and against success), all of which can interfere with measurement.

The system used for measurementmust have awayto protect itself and its users againstbeing
mislead by unexpected disturbances in the observations from which the measure is estimated. The
system must be able to detect spoiledmeasures . Once atest has been administered, we must be able
to detect improbable divergence from expectation, to catch andcorrect for the influences of guessing,
sleeping, fumbling, plodding andbias . Wemust be ableto identify anysecondaryfactors which interfere
with performance on each item .

The measure estimated from ascore on a test is an inexact estimate. We need to know not only
the validity of the item responses on which the measure is based but the reliability, the error, of the
measure.

A measurement project has two parts, item banking and person measuring. What is needed to
manage these twoparts is acommonsystem whichunderlies both ofthem andso connects them together .
Theonly hope we have ofsucceeding with ameasurement project is to deduce amodel for what we want
to happen when aperson encounters an item, amodel formulated in the simplest practical terms, which
also implements the basic requirements of measurement.
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If we do not have a model, we cannot tell how to connect items together in the bank or how to
free individual measurements from the particular itemswhichhappen to be used on a test . If we do not
know what to expect, we have no way to tell whether a response is unexpected . We must be able to
calculate from a model what we expect the answer to be so that we can observe whether a particular
answer is surprising . The detection of irregularities requires a frame of reference by which a surprise
can be defined.

This leads to the realization that, as far as measurement is concerned, it is notonly sufficient but
also necessary to pursue andenforce the fiction that each item can be characterized by adifficulty and
nothing else and each person can be characterized by an ability and nothing else . We know that other
factors always play apart, butwith a simple modelas ourguide, we can always tell whether or notthose
other factors have spoiled the use of our simple model as ameans for calibrating items andmeasuring
persons .

When a simple model is putforward, that is not to say that what it is applied to is thought to be
simple . Rather it is to assert that only throughthe construction ofsuccessful approximations to asimple
modelhave we anychance ofproceeding coherently andofmaking progress in managing ameasurement
project.

It is also not to saythat when a student takes an item nothing is observed but the student's ability
andthe item's difficulty . Instead, it is ourplan to make an effort to arrange andmaintain things so that
when astudent takes an item most ofwhat is observed is the expression of the student's ability against
the difficulty ofthe item so thatthe observedresponse is dominatedby studentability anditem difficulty .
Then, if somethingelse happens, we can usethe frame of reference of oursimple model to identify the
disturbance and to make correction for it .

THEMEASUREMENTMODEL

Thetraditional true score modelspecifies the observed score of aperson taking a test as thesum
of a true score and an error term:

where
x= OBSERVED SCORE
t =TRUESCORE
e =ERROR

Butweknow that rawscores cannot be linearin whatthey represent andthere is no useful theory
forhow big the true score error term should be. What we need, instead, is a different model which not
only specifies that the person has an ability which is expressed in his behavior, butalso that each item
has a particular difficulty which is also expressed in any responses to that item, including the given
response . Finally, we want amodel whichspecifies howmuch deviation from expectation is reasonable
and how much is excessive .

THERASCHMODEL

x=t+e

The Rasch model (Rasch, 1960/1980) is a binomial probability model for a dichotomous
right/wrong response . TheRasch model specifies that the probability of a right answer is defined by
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the difference between person ability anditem difficulty . Then, when the probability of a right answer
is calculated to be near zero, but a right answer is nevertheless observed, that right answer is obviously
surprising. Being able to estimate the probability of aright answer enables us to be precise about the
extent of our surprise .

The discrepancy between observation and expectation can be put into a standard form so that
we can have astandard reference distribution for it . This quantifies the extent of our surprise . We will
be surprised when aperson of low ability achieves something that requires exceptional ability. When
aperson attempts an item many units harderthan he is able andnevertheless gets it right, that right answer
mighthave aprobability of occurring less than five in 100times. In that case, we might take the position
that oursurprise hasbecome too large for comfort. Thus we have a meansfor beingexplicit aboutthe
extent of our surprise and, if we can agree among ourselves as to what level of improbability is
unacceptable, then we have an explicit and public rule which we can apply to validate any observed
response .

This enables us to take an objective stand with respect to what to do about correct answers to
items too many units above a person's ability. Using the natural log odds units (logits) of Rasch
measurement, adifference ofthree logits wouldproduce an improbability of .05 . In particular, wemay
decide to use such improbable answers only for diagnostic purposes and to exclude them from our
measure of the person .

When an unexpected response occurs, we do not ignore it, what we do is to decide what to do
with it . We might decide to use it in the score, or to delete it . We might decide to use it to diagnose
the person orto diagnosethe item . Both canbeuseful . When only oneperson uses oneitem unexpectedly,
that, in itself, will not tell us whether the person or the item produced the unexpected condition. If we
suspect it was the item, we will look at the responses ofother people to see whether that item continues
to behave poorly, e.g . formany boys, orformany fourth grade boys, orforwhatever condition we suspect
might make the item irregular . If, on the other hand, we aremaking an individual study of achild and
are concerned aboutbrain damage, emotional disturbance, afixation, or an inhibition, then we could
become especially interested in the diagnostic potential ofunexpected responses, andmighteven seek
to provoke such responses for diagnostic reasons.

Acareful studyofitems is beneficial to anyschool system. Itcanproduce uniform content-free
public decision rules that can be applied fairly and without prejudice .

LINEARITY

MEASUREMENTCRITERIA

When we think about avariable, we have in mind the straight line so well represented by the
familiar yardstick . One direction of this line represents more of the variable ; the other, less . Person
measures are locations along the interval scale of this line . This simple idea is illustrated in Figure 1 .

That we employ the idea of a straight line when we think about variables like height andweight
is obvious. But the relevance of this idea may notbe as obvious when we speak ofconstructs such as
intelligence or attitude . Nevertheless, we betray ourreliance on this simple anduseful idea whenever
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we saythat oneperson has amore positive attitude than another, or wheneverwe report an intelligence
score for a child.

Our inevitable reliance upon this simple idea was noted long ago by L. L. Thurstone:

The very idea of measurement implies a linear continuum of some sort such as length,
price, volume, weight, age. When the idea of measurement is applied to scholastic
achievement, for example, it is necessary to force the qualitative variations into a
scholastic linear scale of some kind. We judge in a similar way qualities such as
mechanical skill, the excellence of handwriting, and theamount of aman's education,
as though these traits were strung out along asingle scale, although they are, of course,
in reality scattered in many dimensions . As amatter of fact, we get along quite well with
the conceptof a linear scale in describing traits even so qualitative as education, social
andeconomic status, or beauty . Ascale or linearcontinuum is impliedwhen we say that
aman hasmore education than another, or that awoman is more beautiful than another,
even though, ifpressed, we admitthat the pair involved in each ofthe comparisons have
little in common. It is clear that the linear continuum which is implied in a "more and
less" judgment is conceptual, that it does not necessarily have the physical existence of
a yardstick (Thurstone, 1928a, p. 532) .

INVARIANCEOR OBJECTIVITY

When we measure a variable such as verbal ability, the measures we obtain must not depend
upon the particulars of the items administered . Our ability measures must be freed of the particulars
of the items taken in the same waythat measures of height have ameaningwhichis independent of the
particular yardstick used to obtain them.

Thurstone saw the necessity of this in 1926, and described the following requirements of a
satisfactory measuringmethod:

It should be possible to omit several test questions atdifferent levels ofthe scale without
affecting the individual score. It should not be required to submit every subject to the
wholerangeofthe scale. Thestarting point andthe terminal point, being selected by the
examiner, should notdirectly affect the individual score (Thurstone, 1926, p. 446) .
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Thurstone also pointed out the accompanying necessity of being able to obtain difficulty
estimates for items which are freed from the particulars of the calibrating sample :

One of the first requirements of a solution is that the scale values of the statements of
opinion must be as free as possible, and preferably entirely free, from the actual opinions
of individuals or groups . If the scale value of one of the statements should be affected by
the opinion of any individual person or group, then it would be impossible to compare the
opinion distributions of two groups on the same base (Thurstone, 1928b, p . 416) .

And in the same year:

The scale must transcend the group measured . One crucial experimental test must be
applied to our method of measuring attitudes before it can be accepted as valid.

Ameasuringinstrument must notbe seriously affected in its measuringfunction by the
object ofmeasurement. To the extent that its measuringfunction is so affected, the validity
ofthe instrument is impaired or limited. If a yardstick measured differently because of
the fact that it was a rug, a picture, or apieceof paper that was beingmeasured, then to
that extent thetrustworthiness ofthat yardstick as ameasuring device wouldbe impaired.
Within the rangeofobjects for whichthe measuring instrument is intended, its function
must be independent of the object of measurement (Thurstone, 1928b, p. 547).

Thecriteria for "measurement"are: logical ordering, linear scales, andobjective comparisons.
A model is needed which enables observations to be transformed into measures which meet these
requirements .

In the early 1950's Georg Rasch (1960/1980) undertook to obtain measures of reading ability
which were independent of the difficulty of the test taken:

In a concrete formulation of this problem I imagined - in good statistical tradition - the
possibility that the reading ability of astudent at each stage, and in each of the two above-
mentioneddimensions,couldbe characterized in aquantitative scale, but by apositive real
number defined as regularly as the measurement ofalength (Rasch, 1977, p. 59) .

Raschcoinedthe term "specific objectivity" to describe comparisons amongpersons whichare
independentof the itemparameters,andcomparisons amongitemswhich are independent ofthe person
parameters.

THEITEMBANKINGMODEL

Item bankingcanbe accomplishedwith Rasch's psychometric methods. Hismeasurementmodel
describes the probable outcome of any encounter between aperson and an item as entirely determined
by two parameters - the "ability" of the person, represented by b; and the difficulty of the item,
represented byd. If we use the numeric labels x=1 to represent acorrect answer andx= 0to represent
an incorrect answer, then Rasch's model for the probability of response x is :



P(x =0, l1b,d) = exp[x(b- d)] / [l+exp(b-d)]

or

	

log
Px=1

	

= b - d
Px=o

Rasch specifies that the logodds (logits) that aperson with ability b answers correctly an item
with difficulty d correctly be dominated by the difference (b-d) between person ability b and item
difficulty d. This positions persons by their ability and items by their difficulty on the interval scale
of a single variable which they share. The result is probabilities of potential interactions between
persons and items which are positioned along onecommon line and specifications ofexpectations for
all possible responses .

Because the parameters b and din Rasch's model appear as separate terms in a linear function,
they can be separated in the application of the model. The difficulty calibrations of the items can be
estimated in a way which frees them from the ability distribution of the persons used and the ability
measures of the personscanbe estimated in a way which frees them from thedifficulty distribution of
the items they happen to take . This produces the "sample-free" item calibration and "test-free" person
measurement(Wright, 1968)whichThurstonedemanded.

The sufficient statistics for these results are the test score for each person and the number of
persons who respond correctly to each item, the sample score for each item . Butthese scores are not
yet calibrations or measures because they are nonlinear on the variable they are intended to measure
andalso sample and test dependent. TheRaschmeasurement procedure, however, canusethese familiar
rawscores to construct sample-freeitem calibrations andtest-free person measures on acommon linear
scale.

Each item's raw score is specific to the ability distribution of the sample used on that item, but
the linear Raschitem calibrations are adjusted so that the effects ofthis ability distribution areremoved.
The resulting sample-free item difficulties canbe used to define ageneral variable of meaning which
can reach beyond the particular occasion of calibration.

Each person's raw score is specific to the pattern of item difficulties in the particular test he or
she takes, butthe linear Rasch ability measures are adjusted so that the effects of this item difficulty
distribution are removedand the person's ability is generalized onto the variable defined by thewhole
set of calibrated items.

Whetheranyparticular set ofcalibrations andmeasures are in fact test-free andsample-free can
be verified at each step by simple methods (Wright and Stone, 1979). Verification of fit to the Rasch
measurementmodel provides an explicit quantitative definition of item function validity and person
performance validity and enables continuous quality control over item calibration and person
measurement.

With a workable calibration procedure and a method for the evaluation of fit, it becomes
practical to turn ourattention to a critical examination of the calibrated items to seewhat it is that they
imply about the possibility of a variable of some useful generality . We can find out whether our
calibrated items spread outin away that shows coherent and meaningful direction . We can examine
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the hierarchy of item content and evaluate the extent to which this order indicates a line of increasing
competence ofrecognizable meaning .

DEFININGAVARIABLE

Ourintention now is to show how calibrated items canbe used to define avariable and how to
find outwhether the resulting operational definition ofthe variable makescontentandconstruct sense.
We beginby examiningthe degree to whichthe spread of item difficulties exceeds the standard error
of their estimates, that is, the degree to whichthe data have given adirection to the variable . Consider,
for example, the estimates oftwo item difficulties with their respective standard errors of estimation .
In order for these two items to define a line betweenthem, the difference between their estimates must
be substantially greater thanthe standarderror ofthis difference! Only when thetwoestimates are well
separated by several calibration standard errors can we begin to see a line between the two items
suggesting adirection for the variable defined by their content and order.

If, however, when we comparetwoitem difficulty estimates, each bracketed by astandard error
or two, they overlap substantially, then we cannot assume that the two values differ in difficulty, and
as a result, cannot see a direction for the variable . Instead, the items define apointwithout direction.
If the items do not spread out, then what have we defined? Only a point, perhaps on some variable,
perhaps not. Butthe extent and hence the meaning of the variable is still missing.

Figure 12.2 illustrates this idea . In the first example we have itemsAandB separated from each
other by several standard errors . Even with twoitems we see adirection to the variable as pointed out
by these twoitems. In the second example, however, we find thetwo items so close to each otherthat,
considering their standard errors, they are not separable . We have apoint. But no direction has been
established and so no quantifiable concept of the variable has as yet been implied. Only when items
can be separated along the line representing the variable of interest have we begunto realize aconstruct .

Figure 12.2

Defining a variable .

EXAMPLE 1
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In this discussion we have introduced a method by which objective scholastic variables can be
constructed . Developing banks of Rasch calibrated items is the method . Item analysis is the tool by
which these banks are built . The measurement model of George Rasch provides the means by which
we construct these measurements . It provides a workable calibration procedure and a method for the
evaluation offit. Successful itembankconstruction canmeet the criteria that Thurstone stated in defining
the requirements of measurement - valid ability scales which transcend their particular items .

In the accompanying chapters we explore each of the above areas in detail .
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